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NEW QUESTION: 1
You have an Azure subscription that contains resources in several resource groups.
You need to design a monitoring strategy that will provide a consolidated view. The solution
must support the following requirements:
* Support role-based access control (RBAC) by using Azure Active Directory (Azure AD)
identities.
* Include visuals from Azure Monitor that are generated by using the Kusto query language.
* Support documentation written in markdown.
* Use the latest data available for each visual.
What should you use to create the consolidated view?
A. Microsoft Power Bl
B. Azure Monitor
C. Azure Data Explorer
D. Azure dashboards
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation
There are several tools available for running queries in Azure Data Explorer, including Kusto.
Kusto uses a role-based access control (RBAC) model, under which authenticated principals are
mapped to roles, and get access according to the roles they're assigned.
Note: Azure Data Explorer is a highly scalable and secure analytics service that enables you to
do rich exploration of structured and unstructured data for instant insights. Optimized for
ad-hoc queries, Azure Data Explorer enables rich data exploration over raw, structured, and
semi-structured data delivering fast time to insight. Query with a modern, intuitive query
language that offers fast, ad-hoc, and advanced query capabilities over high-rate data volumes
and varieties Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/data-explorer/tools-integrations-overview

NEW QUESTION: 2
You need to register the SocialPoller background task in the constructor of the Page1 class.

Which statement sets the appropriate task entry point at line PG19?
A. builder.TaskStart = "Pagel.SocialPoller ";
B. builder.BackgroundTableStart = "SocialPoller.Ereader.Background";
C. builder.TaskEntryPoint = "Sreader.Pagel";
D. builder.TaskEntryPoint = "Sreader.Background.SocialPoller";
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
HOTSPOT
You are a consultant at a small company. The company's employees use Windows 10 Enterprise
computers.
An employee wants to share his printer with only selected users.
You need to enable the correct settings.
Which two tab settings should you modify? To answer, select the appropriate tab settings in the
answer area.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 4
CORRECT TEXT
You want to create a boot floppy using a given image file on your hard disk. What utility would
you
use to do so?
Answer:
Explanation:
mkbootdisk
--device /dev/fd0 `uname -r`
mkbootdisk creates a boot floppy appropriate for the running system. The boot disk is entirely
selfcontained, and includes an initial ramdisk image which loads any necessary SCSI modules for
the
system. The created boot disk looks for the root filesystem on the device suggested by
/etc/fstab.
The only required argument is the kernel version to put onto the boot floppy.
Syntax: mkbootdisk [options] kernel version.
Bydefault mkbootdisk creates the boot disk on first floppy device. If you want to specify the
device
use the --device option. We can print the kernel version using uname -r command.
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